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Two young students came to stay with me today. They are in love, of
course, and see each other differently than I see them. But that is not
important. I am drunk. I would like to say, I am drunk on their moon
radiance or I am a drunken nightingale singing their love song, but the
truth is, I am only drunk. I have been speaking to my confidante again.
This is not to say I have been neglecting my professorial duties. Didn’t I
tell you about the wisdom I gained from the cynical ceramicist who
looked into the kiln of his students’ finished work, chomped his cigar a
last time or two, and, loudly for those listening to hear, muttered, “This
sure is a lot of shit.” Tossed his cigar butt into the mix. Students began
to recognize this mark of distain: a stray cigar smoldering amidst their
artistry. It didn’t necessarily bother them, the man was sick of teaching. I
am not sick, Siddhartha, only drunk and stumbling again. I told these
young people my true thoughts about marriage. The strength of the
young is that they listen without taking the implications of what is said
too personally. Because reality is in front of them. They have no reason
to question it just yet, or quite understand where the current of reality
may flow. I took them to see a show about relations between lovers. The
bearded woman rode the train home with us posing questions. When
she rose beautifully from her seat I told another story about marriage.
Once, I said, a couple was walking in Seattle. They had been together
only a short time. A man walked up to them and said, I must marry you.
You love each other, right? His estimation was correct. He went on to
perform the ceremony. Do you promise to wash the socks of this person,
no matter how dirty? I’m not sure, came the answer. Will you try? Yes.
And will you, he said, turning to the other, listen to the moods of this
person and not let these emotions get in the way of your love, allowing
always for a tendril of understanding to wind around your responsive
actions to this person, or at least will you leave this person alone to get
their shit together but not alone enough to determine that you have
forgotten them? Yes. And the man said, I, by the power of my
intoxification, pronounce you married. The celebrant walked off never to
be seen again. This story impressed my young students as worthy,
though they admitted there were several persons near their respective
homes who might on some occasion perform a similar rite. Not all of the
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known persons seemed dependable. With my confidante, I spoke of
other loves, more disappointing and more relevant to my own life. The
students sat across from us, politely entertaining each other, ignoring
our exclamations. Didn’t I tell you, Siddhartha? Tomorrow, after the
students, your parents arrive. Govinda and I will hold a feast and
entertain them in your absence.
——
All my men are bedded down under the acacias the shells rip through
O blue sky of Marne
Woman
With the smile of an airplane
We are forgotten
“October 1914,” Blaise Cendrars
With the smile of an airplane I take off into another space and time.
With the leg of a short stool I squat here patiently.
With the gesture of a rifle I point towards the horizon.
With the raised eyebrow of a mountain range I climb up from a valley.
With the spine of an army I drive slowly away.
With the eloquence of my silence I listen carefully.
We are forgotten
In our own memory we live on
In our own memory we write more complete stories
In our own memory we remind ourselves of people we once knew
In our own memory we hum a song our fathers & mothers used to sing
We have forgotten the names of the trees we are sleeping under
We have forgotten the quality of blue the sky holds when red sun dips
We have not forgotten you, Siddhartha, lover of ours, father & brother
& son
O blue O sky O area of our daily battles
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O land we wish to protect and O defense coming at such terrifying cost
O mothers contemptuous of schools for miseducating their sons
O teachers deciphering scrolls students have been handing each other
during lessons
O buildings in which rodents tunnel away from metal detectors
O, you, languages we will try over and over to relearn
O death which my grief explores O birth and open chasm
O abyss we fall into
O New Jersey holding the sun on your spikey horizon
O Hudson when I look at you at the close of day I do not always know
who I am
——
Later than ever I will describe to you my feelings this morning when
ending has become beginning. I miss you Siddhartha, your words and
your simple presence. I have been reading Russian literature in
translation and remembering when I was a young student writing notes
in the frontispiece of my books to record my thoughts or the lecture
notes of a particular day. Decades later when I have earned other names
for myself and you are writing diligently everyday, I will not know that
you remember our anniversary and write “Happy day” to me in the
journal your son will read after your death. These words I will miss are
there when you are gone. This morning the mosquitoes find secret
pathways to my body and leave swollen lumps of discomfort with the
taste of my blood on their needlelike body parts. Someone tried to say
the words I have heard you utter before and I could only listen patiently
waiting for the end of this type of talk. Why was it different when you
spoke to me, Siddhartha?
——
In the letter I’ll write to our son I will describe the beauty pageants I
hope he will enter if that’s his way. I will tell him of Miss Texas and Miss
Nevada strolling hand in hand waving to their fans on Christopher
Street. I will tell him that Miss Hawaii and her boyfriend, Miss Louisiana,
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are all innocence and heat, the one in flip-flops speaking French and
marveling at the good time near the blue police barrier where we waited
for another break in the parade, the other freckled and pink, dreaming
of crawdads and other things a straight girl can’t pen down. I will tell
him the dangers of walking for hours in platform shoes, but, I will say, if
he takes that road, crowds will cheer. If he falls several times, everyone
will be concerned, but Miss New York will be there to trade shoes if
necessary. Not that hers are much easier to handle. I will admit that I am
not a gay man, but I walked with pride nonetheless. I will explain the
chainsaw I carried was not, as some people guessed, about castration. If
it was a symbol, it was empowerment, though it’s true this saw, were it
real, like a beaver could topple just about anything. We use the
weapons we are given when we need to. When I kissed Miss Florida on
the lips, we were celebrating in front of thousands. We didn’t need to
talk into the dildo our judges were using as a microphone or get catty,
the spotlight was on all of us, burning suspender lines on my back. If
bronze is only third, at least we’ll wear it till colder days return.
——
Words get lost in the grove where we first walked admiring each other’s
shadows. The play of light across earth under trees whose names I
taught you. You remembered driving through the countryside in Israel
when an environmental science teacher described the cotton’s need for
water. Even in a blooming desert where certain men’s proclamations are
influential and people without a land join land “without a people,”
certain crops aren’t practical. Stand here and hold this cup. It represents
all you’ll get for the rest of the week. Stand still and be careful of quick
movements. You might spill. These conversations were not alien to me,
but they didn’t sound authentic coming from lips more interested in
exploring neighboring arbors than setting off full sail. You returned to
the flickering brightness where we stood together. I said, Please. You
looked kindly at the gap amongst the trees where the sky was blue and
vacant. You will teach me love? You asked sincerely, as if I could refuse.
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I grew old without you. Was this our agreement all along? In my room
far away from where you do your work, meditate, and cushion your heart
to prevent its breaking, I weave another Penelopian ruse. I cannot help
myself. I, woman, am consumed with progress. The work I do, though it
comes undone by my own hand, is not stasis. It is my way through your
absence, my way around the forward thoughts your comrades throw at
me. I am to teach them as I taught you, they say. They speak as a chorus
but do not support me or lend me their sympathies. Wipe your tears, my
heart, the sunrise bends toward you.

Enter Paul Klee, more than a century ago, with the following brief
message:

——

We up here
draw the first
circles
of
immortality.

When you came home again last night my love sprang down my throat
hiding. I did call and say it was time for us to communicate, but you
make my thoughts arrow down straight through your current. I live in
water. Swimming through the park with my confidante, I explain the
battle: You disguised me as a praying mantis. I too had seen you already
wearing your bug costume again, though this one I did not recognize. I
brought my chain saw. It was only a toy, but it was menacing. You had
intimidating antennae with three fuzzy prongs; you waved them to and
fro. I took you to a tree after carrying you the length of several avenues.
I was not as interested in your metamorphosis as I had been on the train
earlier. Now I found you annoying, the way you strolled up and down my
fingers with delicate, grippy little feet. I felt relief when you finally
agreed to step out of my boundaries, smooth and graceful. I left you
without looking back. Then you appeared around the corner dressed as
a French man wishing to eliminate his ancestral traces. No accent, baby.
You suggested a drink — this was not my idea, but I liked it until you
began to describe my mating habits. You were not repelled by them,
but they were obviously not exactly normal. When we were young
everything looked so different.

——
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I have won a piece of heaven!
I have no use there for anyone from this world!
The railers
(they say I am in love)
remain below and grow old.

Days later he returns to the stage:
Misgivings arise. What had I to offer Lily? Art did not even feed one
man. And so the time came again to think of parting.
On the ideal plane a great feeling of strength filled me, because of the
victory or because
of love.
But of what use was it in life?
(A call to prayer summons our attention; however, its incense voice is
interrupted by a man speaking French angrily.)
Each of these days is a lifetime.
The simultaneous nature of our ongoing lives,
the mother of our unfortunate protagonist explained,
is different for men and women.
While women may experience many lifetimes in succession,
it is probably more often men who have all their different lives at once.
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